2019 - WAREHOUSE MOTION INTELLIGENCE WITH DATUMIZE

Improve warehouse productivity with accurate
on-site motion intelligence
Datumize technology is helping logistics companies to analyze motion in the
warehouse - as a critical piece of the operational intelligence - by leveraging
existing Wiﬁ data without additional investment in mobility infrastructure.
⭗ Measure real motion distance covered
by operators, identifying real mission
distances and distance used in “ghost
missions”
⭗ Monitoring distance per mission, per
group of mission (for example putaway
per truck, picking path per order or
multi-order, …) and even for ghost
missions
⭗ Generate reports to shift managers &
process engineers, and benchmark
between similar operations, sites, etc.

⭗
⭗

⭗

Optimize locations of SKUs (e.g. be sure
that high movers are closer)
Monitor the heatmap of your
warehouse to identify hot areas and
non-optimal product placements
Support optimization & improvement of
productivity of workforce and
machinery and see impact of changes
in operations (storage strategy, dock
strategy,...)

Beneﬁts
No-sensor based

Edge Computing

Non-intrusive

Cost-eﬀective

Fast time to market

Flexible

Contrary to traditional motion
intelligence solutions that require
sensorizing the entire
warehouse.
No overhead on WiFi network or
existing systems (i.e. WMS).
Easy and quick to install. Multiple
heuristics for different types of
operations.

Doing computation close to the
source to avoid sending
unnecessary data load to client
systems.
No need for new hardware,
wiring or WiFi upgrades.
WMS and ERP integration; cloud
or on-premises installation.

“Thanks to Datumize and their advanced algorithms, we are having
insights on our activity that are allowing different approaches for
problem-solving and day-to-day activity management.”
Alina Bunea, Innovation PM
www.datumize.com
contact@datumize.com

Non-value added motion is one of the
main productivity issues in a warehouse

Is the average
time spent by
warehouse
operators on
motion

50%

15%

of all warehouse movements
are considered as being
non-value added motion.
Source: www.foodlogistics.com

Functionalities
Mission-based metrics
Loading WMS mission data to combine it with geospatial information generated via the WiFi
access points data. Optionally including motion data from high-density Bluetooth Beacons.

WiFi data capture
Measuring the positioning through regular interrogation to WiFi access points, to know the
devices seen by each access point. Multiple vendors and protocols supported.

Accuracy strategies
Using different Artiﬁcial Intelligence algorithms to increase the accuracy of the guessed path up
to 90%. Avoids classical triangulation and footprint algorithms that provide low accuracy.
Multiple heuristics to support the variety of operations needed in modern warehouses.

Deployment models
From an all-in-one solution featuring data visualization, to a seamless integration with corporate
Business Intelligence tools, or direct integration to WMS data. Both on-premise and cloud
supported.

www.datumize.com
contact@datumize.com

